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Further, a system for coordinating playing of media

METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER
PROGRAM PRODUCTS FOR
COORDINATING PLAYING OF MEDIA
STREAMS

streams is described. The system includes an execution envi

ronment including an instruction processing unit con?gured
to process an instruction included in at least one of a presen
tation access component, a focus state component, and a

focus director component. The system includes the presenta
tion access component con?gured for detecting a ?rst media
player access to a ?rst presentation device to play a ?rst media
stream. The system further includes the focus state compo

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation of, and claims priority to
US. patent application Ser. No. 13/790,082, ?led Mar. 8,

nent con?gured for accessing ?rst presentation focus infor
mation for determining whether the ?rst media player has ?rst
presentation focus for playing the ?rst media stream. The
system still further includes the focus director component
con?gured for determining, based on the ?rst presentation
focus information, that the ?rst media player has ?rst presen
tation focus. The system also includes the presentation access
component con?gured for indicating, in response to deter

2013, which is a continuation of US. patent application Ser.
No. 12/691,042, now US. Pat. No. 8,422,858, ?led Jan. 21,

2010, titled “METHODS, SYSTEMS, AND COMPUTER
PROGRAM PRODUCTS FOR COORDINATING PLAY
ING OF MEDIA STREAMS,” both of which are incorpo

rated herein by reference.
BACKGROUND

When applications attempt to play more than one media
stream on current devices, all the applications are allowed
access to the presentation devices of the device, for example
a display device and/or an audio device. The media streams

mining the ?rst media player has ?rst presentation focus, that
20

media player, a media stream to play on a presentation device.

are played by corresponding applications without regard for
other media streams being played. Watching a video or lis
tening to a song with interference from other audio streams

The method further includes determining, by the media
25

player, that the media player has presentation focus indicating

30

permission to play the media stream via the presentation
device. The method still further includes playing the media
stream via the presentation device while the media player is
determined to have presentation focus.
Still further, a system for coordinating playing of media

and video streams is a common experience.

When listening to a song and browsing the web, many web
sites include audio in their web pages. The web page audio

plays despite the fact that a song is already playing. This often

the ?rst media player is allowed to play the ?rst media stream
via the ?rst presentation device.
In another aspect, a method for coordinating playing of
media streams is described that includes receiving, by a

leads to an unpleasant listening experience. If a user locates

streams is described. The system includes an execution envi

multiple videos and accesses them in multiple browser win

ronment including an instruction processing unit con?gured

dows and/or tabs, the videos play as if a user is able to watch
all of them at the same time. Videos in windows that are
obscured by other windows or that are minimized continue to
play as if there was someone watching. Some web pages do

to process an instruction included in at least one of a presen

tation access component and a focus director component. The
35

wait to detect they have input focus before beginning to play
a stream, but these pages play their streams without regard for

other media players playing and/or otherwise accessing a
display or speakers to play one or more media streams.

40

tor component con?gured for determining, by the media
player, that the media player has presentation focus indicating
permission to play the media stream via the presentation
device. The system still further includes the presentation
access component con?gured for playing the media stream
via the presentation device while the media player is deter
mined to have presentation focus.

Accordingly, there exists a need for methods, systems, and

computer program products for coordinating playing of
media streams.

SUMMARY

system includes the presentation access component con?g
ured for receiving, by a media player, a media stream to play
on a presentation device. The system includes the focus direc

45

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The following presents a simpli?ed summary of the dis
closure in order to provide a basic understanding to the reader.

Objects and advantages of the present invention will

This summary is not an extensive overview of the disclosure

become apparent to those skilled in the art upon reading this

and it does not identify key/critical elements of the invention

50

later.

Methods and systems are described for coordinating play

ware device included in and/or otherwise providing an execu
55

ing of media streams. In one aspect the method includes
detecting a ?rst media player access to a ?rst presentation
device to play a ?rst media stream. The method further

includes accessing ?rst presentation focus information for
determining whether the ?rst media player has ?rst presenta

media stream via the ?rst presentation device.

tion environment in which the subject matter may be imple

mented;
FIG. 2 is a ?ow diagram illustrating a method for coordi

nating playing of media streams according to an aspect of the

subject matter described herein;
60

FIG. 3 is block a diagram illustrating an arrangement of

components for coordinating playing of media streams
according to another aspect of the subject matter described

tion focus for playing the ?rst media stream. The method still
further includes determining, based on the ?rst presentation
focus information, that the ?rst media player has ?rst presen
tation focus. The method also includes indicating, in response

to determining the ?rst media player has ?rst presentation
focus, that the ?rst media player is allowed to play the ?rst

description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings,
in which like reference numerals have been used to designate
like or analogous elements, and in which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary hard

or delineate the scope of the invention. Its sole purpose is to
present some concepts disclosed herein in a simpli?ed form
as a prelude to the more detailed description that is presented

herein;
FIG. 4a is a block a diagram illustrating an arrangement of
65

components for coordinating playing of media streams
according to another aspect of the subject matter described

herein;

US 8,781,299 B2
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FIG. 4b is a block a diagram illustrating an arrangement of

that identify corresponding locations in a processor memory.

components for coordinating playing of media streams
according to another aspect of the subject matter described

An identi?ed location is accessible to a processor processing
an address that is included in the address space. The address
is stored in a register of the processor and/or identi?ed in an

herein;

operand of a machine code instruction executed by the pro

FIG. 40 is a block a diagram illustrating an arrangement of

components for coordinating playing of media streams
according to another aspect of the subject matter described

cessor.

herein;
FIG. 5 is a block a diagram illustrating an arrangement of

address space including addresses mapped to physical
memory addresses identifying locations in physical processor

components for coordinating playing of media streams
according to another aspect of the subject matter described

memory 106. Such an address space is referred to as a virtual
address space, its addresses are referred to as virtual memory

FIG. 1 illustrates processor memory 118 may have an

addresses, and its processor memory is known as a virtual

herein;

processor memory. A virtual processor memory may be larger
than a physical processor memory by mapping a portion of

FIG. 6 is a network diagram illustrating an exemplary

system for coordinating playing of media streams according
to an aspect of the subject matter described herein;
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating a user interface presented
by a display according to an aspect of the subject matter

the virtual processor memory to a hardware memory compo
nent other than a physical processor memory. Processor

described herein; and

to physical processor memory 106 and to secondary storage

FIG. 8 is a ?ow diagram illustrating another method for
coordinating playing of media streams according to an aspect
of the subject matter described herein.

memory 118 illustrates a virtual processor memory mapped

20

address processed by processor 104, the term processor

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Prior to describing the subject matter in detail, an exem
plary device included in an execution environment that may

25

memory 106 includes one or more of a variety of memory
30

Those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the
components illustrated in FIG. 1 may vary depending on the
execution environment implementation. An execution envi
ronment includes or is otherwise provided by a single device
or multiple devices, which may be distributed. An execution

memory may refer to physical processor memory 106 or a
virtual processor memory as FIG. 1 illustrates.

Program instructions and data are stored in physical pro
cessor memory 106 during operation of execution environ
ment 102. In various embodiments, physical processor

be con?gured according to the subject matter is described. An
execution environment is an arrangement of hardware and,
optionally, software that may be further con?gured to include
an arrangement of components for performing a method of
the subject matter described herein.

108. Processor 104 may access physical processor memory
106 without mapping a virtual memory address to a physical
memory address.
Thus at various times, depending on the address space of an

technologies such as static random access memory (SRAM)
or dynamic RAM (DRAM), including variants such as dual

data rate synchronous DRAM (DDR SDRAM), error correct
ing code synchronous DRAM (ECC SDRAM), or RAMBUS
DRAM (RDRAM), for example. Processor memory may also
35

include nonvolatile memory technologies such as nonvolatile
?ash RAM (NVRAM), ROM, or disk storage. In some

environment may include a virtual execution environment

embodiments, it is contemplated that processor memory

including software components operating in a host execution

includes a combination of technologies such as the foregoing,
as well as other technologies not speci?cally mentioned.

environment. Exemplary devices included in or otherwise

providing suitable execution environments for con?guring
according to the subject matter include personal computers,
servers, hand-held and other mobile devices, multiprocessor
systems, consumer electronic devices, and network-enabled
devices such as devices with routing and/or switching capa
bilities.
With reference to FIG. 1, an exemplary system for con?g

40

45

50

optical media. The drives and their associated computer-read
able media provide volatile and/or nonvolatile storage of
computer readable instructions, data structures, program
components and other data for the execution environment

55

102. As described above, when processor memory 118 is a
virtual processor memory, at least a portion of secondary
storage 108 is addressable via addresses in a virtual address
space of the processor 104.
A number of program components may be stored in sec

age 108; input device adapter 110; a presentation adapter for
presenting information to a user illustrated as display adapter
1 12; a communication adapter, such as network interface card

ondary storage 108 and/or in processor memory 118, includ
ing operating system 120, one or more applications programs
(applications) 122, program data 124, and other program
code and/or data components as illustrated by program librar

(NIC) 114, for communicating via a network; and bus 116
that couples elements 104-114.
Bus 116 may comprise any type of bus architecture.
Examples include a memory bus, a peripheral bus, a local bus,
a switching fabric, etc. Processor 104 is an instruction execu

tion machine, apparatus, or device and may comprise a micro

from and writing to ?ash memory, a hard disk drive for
reading from and writing to a hard disk, a magnetic disk drive
for reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk,
and/or an optical disk drive for reading from or writing to a
removable optical disk such as a CD ROM, DVD or other

uring according to the subject matter disclosed herein
includes hardware device 100 included in execution environ
ment 102. Device 100 includes an instruction processing unit
illustrated as processor 104; physical processor memory 106
including memory locations that are identi?ed by addresses
in a physical address space of processor 104; secondary stor

In various embodiments, secondary storage 108 includes
one or more of a ?ash memory data storage device for reading

60

ies 126.

Execution environment 102 may receive user-provided
commands and information via input device 128 operatively

processor, a digital signal processor, a graphics processing
unit, an application-speci?c integrated circuit (ASIC), a ?eld

coupled to a data entry component such as input device

programmable gate array (FPGA), etc.

adapter 110. An input device adapter may include mecha

Processor 104 may be con?gured with one or more 65 nisms such as an adapter for a keyboard, a touch screen, a

memory address spaces in addition to the physical memory
address space. A memory address space includes addresses

pointing device, etc. An input device included in execution
environment 102 may be included in device 100 as FIG. 1

US 8,781,299 B2
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illustrates or may be external (not shown) to the device 100.

software to establish a communications link between the

Execution environment 102 may support multiple internal
and/ or external input devices. External input devices may be
connected to device 100 via external data entry interfaces

node illustrated by device 100 and other network nodes may
be included.
FIG. 2 is a ?ow diagram illustrating a method for coordi

supported by compatible input device adapters. By way of

nating playing of media streams according to an exemplary

example and not limitation, external input devices may
include a microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish,

aspect of the subject matter described herein. FIG. 3 is a block
diagram illustrating an arrangement of components for coor
dinating playing of media streams according to another exem

scanner, or the like. In some embodiments, external input
devices may include video or audio input devices such as a

plary aspect of the subject matter described herein.
A system for coordinating playing of media streams

video camera, a still camera, etc. Input device adapter 110
receives input from one or more users of execution environ

includes an execution environment, such as execution envi

ment 102 and delivers such input to processor 104, physical
processor memory 106, and/or other components operatively
coupled via bus 116.

ronment 102, including an instruction processing unit, such
as processor 104, con?gured to process an instruction
included in at least one of a presentation access component
352, a focus state component 354, and a focus director com

Output devices included in an execution environment may
be included in and/or external to and operatively coupled to a

ponent 356. The components illustrated in FIG. 3 may be
adapted for performing the method illustrated in FIG. 2 in a

device hosting and/or otherwise included in the execution
environment. For example, display 130 is illustrated con

nected to bus 116 via display adapter 112. Exemplary display

number of execution environments. A general description is
20

devices include liquid crystal displays (LCDs), light emitting
diode (LED) displays, and projectors. Display 130 presents

includes detecting a ?rst media player access to a ?rst pre
sentation device to play a ?rst media stream. Accordingly, a

output of execution environment 102 to one or more users. In
some embodiments, a given device such as a touch screen

functions as both an input device and an output device. An

system for coordinating playing of media streams includes
25

output device in execution environment 102 may be included
in device 100 as FIG. 1 illustrates or may be external (not
shown) to device 100. Execution environment 102 may sup

port multiple intemal and/or external output devices. External
output devices may be connected to device 100 via external

30

data entry interfaces supported by compatible output device
adapters. External output devices may also be connected to
bus 116 via internal or external output adapters. Other periph
eral output devices, not shown, such as speakers and printers,
tactile, and motion producing devices may be connected to
device 100. As used herein the term display includes image

35

projection devices.
A device included in or otherwise providing an execution

face and network interface are used interchangeably. Device
100 illustrates network interface card (NIC) 114 as a network
interface included in execution environment 102 to opera
tively couple execution environment 102 to a network. The
terms network node and node in this document both refer to a
device having a network interface operatively coupled to a
network.
A network interface included in a suitable execution envi
ronment, such as NIC 114, may be coupled to a wireless
network and/or a wired network. Examples of wireless net
works include a BLUETOOTH network, a wireless personal

presentation device to play a ?rst media stream. For example,
as illustrated in FIG. 3, presentation access component 352 is
con?gured for detecting a ?rst media player access to a ?rst
presentation device to play a ?rst media stream.
FIG. 3 illustrates presentation access component 352
which enables the arrangement of component in FIG. 3 to
detect and/ or otherwise have information identifying media
streams that may currently be played on a presentation
device, such as display 130. In FIG. 3, presentation access
component 352 identi?es such media streams by detecting,
directly and/or indirectly, access to a presentation device,
such as display 130 to play a media stream by an application,
A device and/or node may include other types of presen

40

tation devices for playing corresponding types of media

45

operatively coupled to many devices and network nodes.
Some devices include and/or are operatively coupled to pre
sentation devices that provide tactile output and are con?g
ured to play streams of tactile data. A few devices currently

streams. Audio devices are commonly included in and/or

exist that are con?gured to emit odors that users may smell.
Odor data canbe provided as a stream. Thus in various aspects
a presentation device may include a visual, an audio, tactile,

and/or odor producing presentation device. Correspondingly,
50

area network (WPAN), a wireless 802.11 local area network

(LAN), and/or a wireless telephony network (e. g., a cellular,
PCS, or GSM network). Examples of wired networks include

means for detecting a ?rst media player access to a ?rst

referred to herein as a media player.

environment may operate in a networked environment using
logical connections to one or more devices (not shown) via a
communication interface. The terms communication inter

provided in terms of execution environment 102.
With reference to FIG. 2, block 202 illustrates the method

55

exemplary media streams include a video or image data
stream, an audio stream, and a stream of other presentable
sensory data.
As used herein, the term media player refers to a compo
nent con?gured to present a media stream on a presentation

device. A media player may include software and/or hard

a LAN, a ?ber optic network, a wired personal area network,
a telephony network, and/or a wide area network (WAN).
Such networking environments are commonplace in intra

ware components con?gured to access one or more types of

nets, the Internet, o?ices, enterprise-wide computer networks

video data, and/or other media data, respectively, in a com
pressed and/ or uncompressed format. A media player may be

and the like. In some embodiments, NIC 114 or a functionally

presentation devices. An audio player, video player, and/ or or

other media player type may process and play audio data,
60

a multimedia player con?gured to play multiple media
streams concurrently, typically in a synchronized fashion. A

analogous component includes logic to support direct
memory access (DMA) transfers between processor memory

118 and other components.
In a networked environment, program components
depicted relative to execution environment 102, or portions
thereof, may be stored in a remote storage device, such as, on
a server. It will be appreciated that other hardware and/or

movie player is an example of a multimedia player. Exem
65

plary audio container formats include WAV, AIFF, and XMF.
Exemplary container formats for video data include 3GP,
ASF, MP4, and OGG. Containers for video formats often are
de?ned to include audio and other types of data streams.

US 8,781,299 B2
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An access to a presentation device by a media player may
be detected via an access to any program addressable entity
and/ or resource included in accessing the presentation device.
An access to a presentation device may be detected by any

As used in this document the term presentation space refers
to a storage region allocated and/or otherwise provided for

storing an audio, visual, tactile, and/or other sensory data
component for presentation on a presentation device. For
example a buffer for storing a video frame is a presentation
space. A presentation space may be contiguous or non-con

component included in the operation of accessing the presen
tation device.
For example, in FIG. 1 an application 122 may receive an
indication such as a user input detected by input device 128 to
present data on display 130. In receiving the indication, an

tiguous. A presentation space may have a virtual as well as a

physical representation. A presentation space may include a
storage location in processor memory, secondary storage, a
memory of a presentation adapter device, and storage

access to display 130 may be detected. Access to a corre

medium of the ?rst presentation device. A screen of a display
is another example of a presentation space.

sponding presentation device may be detected via an appli
cation 122 access of a function, a method, a data element,

A user interface element is an element or visual component

and/or other program entity included in and/or otherwise
processed by a program library 126 and/ or operating system

of a graphical user interface (GUI). Exemplary user interface

elements include windows, dialog boxes, textboxes, various

122 to play a media stream. For example, access to a memory

types of button controls including check boxes and radio

location for buffering a media stream may be detected. In
certain contexts, such an access is included in accessing dis

buttons, sliders, list boxes, drop-down lists, spinners, various
types of menus, toolbars, ribbons, combo boxes, tree views,

play 130 and/or display adapter 112.
Those skilled in the art will see based on the descriptions
included in this document that presentation access compo

grid views, navigation tabs, scrollbars, labels, tooltips, text in
20

art will know that this list is not exhaustive. The terms visual

nent 352 may be included in and/or interoperate with any
component con?gured to prepare for and/or access a presen
tation device, and/or con?gured to access a resource pro

cessed in accessing a presentation device. For example, in
various aspects presentation access component 352 and its
analogs may be included in a media player application

25

presentedbased on the sent information. The sent information

is referred to herein as representation information. Represen
30

MP4, markup language data such as HTML and other XML
based markup, and/or instructions such as those de?ned by
various script languages, byte code, and/ or machine code. For
35

or byte code for presenting one or more user interface ele
ments included in a user interface of the remote application.

and a proxy mediating communication between the network
40

or an analog may be a component that is informed of an access
and/or access attempt rather than or in addition to being a

component included in accessing a presentation device. For
example, presentation access component 352 or an analog
may be informed of an access to a presentation device by a

45

component providing a resource and/ or service for accessing

the presentation device and/or a component con?gured to
access the presentation device directly. Presentation access
component 352 or an analog may be a routine that is called
prior to and/or during an access of a presentation device.
Exemplary resources in various aspects that may be
included in a media player access to a presentation device

example, a web page received by a browser from a remote

application provider may include HTML, ECMAScript, and/

processed by the intemet browser; the network application;
application and the browser.
In another aspect, presentation access component 352 and/

tation information includes data in one or more formats

including image formats such as JPEG, video formats such as

input processing component con?gured to detect an input for
accessing a presentation device; display adapter 112 and/or
other presentation adapter(s); a presentation device driver;
the presentation device accessed; an intemet browser; a client
of a network application operating in and/or or otherwise

representation, visual component, and user interface element
are used interchangeably in this document.
A user interface (UI) element handler (UIEH) component
is a component con?gured to send information representing a
program entity for presenting a visual representation of the

program entity by a display. The visual representation is

included in applications 122; program libraries 126; operat
ing system 120; a communications component for sending
and/or receiving a media stream and/or for sending and/or
receiving a resource for accessing a presentation device; an

various fonts, balloons, and dialog boxes. Those skilled in the

A program entity is an object included in and/ or otherwise
processed by an application or other program component. A
representation of a program entity may be represented and/or
otherwise maintained in a presentation space.
A presentation device may be included in an execution
environment hosting an adaptation of the arrangement of
components in FIG. 3 or an analog of the arrangement. Alter
natively or additionally, a presentation device may be
accessed via a network and may be included in and/ or other

50

wise operatively coupled to a node included in and/or other
wise providing another execution environment.
An access may be detected by presentation access compo

nent 352 and/or its analogs based on one or more interprocess
communication mechanisms such as a hardware interrupt, a
include one or more of a semaphore; a lock; a presentation
software interrupt, a pipe, and/or a message queue. An access
may be detected base on a message received via a network
space such as display and/or audio buffer; a component of a
user interface subsystem and/or library; a component of a user 55 such as request from a browser and/or a response from a
server hosted application. An access may be detected based
interface element; a component of an audio subsystem and/or
on a function and/or method call to presentation access com
library; a display adapter and/ or resource of a display adapter;
ponent 352 and/ or other process including execution of a
a display device and/ or resource of a display device; an audio
machine code branch instruction.
adapter and/or resource of an audio adapter, an audio presen

tation device and/or resource of an audio presentation device;
a tactile output subsystem and/or resource of a tactile output
subsystem; a tactile output device and/or resource of a tactile
output device; an access control component and/or resource

60

of an access control component; a serialization component
and/ or a resource of a serialization component; and/or a syn

chronization component and/ or resource of a synchronization

component.

Returning to FIG. 2, block 204 illustrates the method fur

ther includes accessing ?rst presentation focus information
for determining whether the ?rst media player has ?rst pre
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sentation focus for playing the ?rst media stream. Accord
ingly, a system for coordinating playing of media streams
includes means for accessing ?rst presentation focus infor
mation for determining whether the ?rst media player has ?rst
presentation focus for playing the ?rst media stream. For
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example, as illustrated in FIG. 3, focus state component 354

tation space for presenting a media stream, an order of
detected access, and/or a priority associated with a media
stream and/or media player. Priority may be based on a con

is con?gured for accessing ?rst presentation focus informa
tion for determining whether the ?rst media player has ?rst
presentation focus for playing the ?rst media stream.

tent type of a media stream; a source of the stream, and/or a

time a media stream and/ or media player has been waiting for

Focus state component 354 may maintain and/or otherwise
access information, referred to as presentation focus informa
tion. Presentation focus information identi?es and/or other

presentation focus. The list provided is exemplary and not
exhaustive.
Returning to FIG. 2, block 206 illustrates the method yet
further includes determining, based on the ?rst presentation

wise enables the identi?cation of one or more media players

and whether the media players have presentation focus.
Presentation focus information may be maintained by and/

focus information, that the ?rst media player has ?rst presen
tation focus. Accordingly, a system for coordinating playing

or for one or more media players, media streams, and/or

presentation devices. In an aspect, presentation focus infor

of media streams includes means for determining, based on

mation may identify a single media stream for playing on a

the ?rst presentation focus information, that the ?rst media
player has ?rst presentation focus. For example, as illustrated
in FIG. 3, focus director component 354 is con?gured for
determining, based on the ?rst presentation focus informa
tion, that the ?rst media player has ?rst presentation focus.
Focus director component 356 is con?gured to determine

presentation device. In another aspect, presentation focus
information may identify more than one media stream of one
or more media players for playing on one or more presenta

tion devices. That is, multiple presentation devices may play
media streams at the same time and/or multiple media players
may play corresponding media streams on a shared presen
tation device.
Presentation focus for a media player is determined based
on presentation focus information accessed by focus state
component 354. Focus state component 354 may access pre
sentation focus information via any of the means described
above with respect to presentation access component 352.
Focus state component 354 may be included in and/or other
wise interoperate with one or more presentation devices, and/

and/or otherwise detect whether a media player has presen
20

device. The determination is based on presentation focus
information which may include information for one or more

media players, one or more corresponding media streams,
and/or one or more presentation devices, as well as other
25

evaluating a matching expression, and/or checking a thresh
30

rectly, indicating whether the media player is allowed to

old. The determining may include interoperation with one or
more media players and/or another component included in
and/or con?gured to interoperate with focus director compo

nent 356 such as a graphics subsystem, display adapter 112,
and/or display device 130.
The determining, in various aspects, may be performed by

access one or more presentation devices for playing one or

more corresponding media streams on the presentation
devices. A media player may play a media stream on a device

while the media player has presentation focus. Focus state
component 354 is con?gured to access presentation focus
information to determine whether a particular media player

information. The determining may include matching and/or
otherwise processing the value of a focus state data variable,
evaluating a policy based on identi?ed attribute information,

or one or more media players.

As used herein, the term presentation focus refers to an
attribute associated with a media player, directly and/ or indi

tation focus for playing a media stream on a presentation

35

focus director component 356 and/or its analogs based on one
or more interprocess communication mechanisms such as a

hardware interrupt, a software interrupt, a pipe, and/ or a mes

has presentation focus for a media stream for playing on a

sage queue. Determining presentation focus may be based a

presentation device.

message received via a network such as request from browser

Presentation focus differs from input focus. A user inter
face element with input focus is an element to which input

40

from one or more particular input devices is directed. For

example, when a dialog box has input focus with respect to a

keyboard, keyboard input is directed to an application han
dling the dialog box. Presentation focus relates to output.

45

Presentation focus is an attribute for restricting and coordi

and/ or a response from a server hosted application. Determin

ing presentation focus may be based on a function and/or
method call to and/ or by focus director component 356 and/or
other process including execution of a machine code branch
instruction.
Focus director component 356 may be included in and/or
otherwise interoperate with one or more presentation devices

nating access to an output device by one or more applications.

and/or one or more media players. In an aspect, presentation

FIG. 3 illustrates focus state component 354 operatively
coupled to presentation access component 352. In an aspect,

focus may be associated with a single media stream for play
ing on a presentation device. In another aspect, presentation

when presentation access component 352 detects a media
player access to a presentation device to play a media stream,

50

presentation devices.

presentation access component 352 may interoperate with

FIG. 3 illustrates focus director component 356 operatively

focus state component 354 to access corresponding presen
tation focus information.

Alternatively or additionally, focus state component 354

55

coupled to focus state component 354. In an aspect, when
focus state component 354 accesses presentation focus infor

mation, focus state component 354 may interoperate with
focus director component 356 to correspondingly determine
whether a media player has presentation focus. Alternatively
or additionally, focus director component 356 may interop

may access presentation focus information and detect a

change in presentation focus. In response to detecting the
change, focus state component 354 may interoperate with
presentation access component 352 to detect an access which

may have occurred prior to the change and/or subsequent to

focus may be associated with more than one media stream of
one or more media players to access one or more media

In various aspects, presentation focus information may

erate with focus state component 354 in response to presen
tation access component 352 detecting a media player access
to a presentation device to play a media stream.

include and/or otherwise be based on input focus information,
a position corresponding to a pointing device such as mouse

player has presentation focus may include determining that

60

the change.

and/ or touch screen, a detected user input, a Z-order of a user 65

interface element including a presentation space for present
ing a media stream, a measure of user visibility of a presen

In another aspect, determining whether the ?rst media
the ?rst media player does not have presentation focus. In
response to determining that the ?rst media player does not
have presentation focus, focus director component 356 may
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interoperate with presentation access component 352 to pro
vide a no -play indication indicating that the ?rst media player

message stream received and/ or to be sent via a network for

presentation on more than one presentation device. The
MPEG-4 container may include a video stream and an audio
stream to be played in a synchronized manner. The MPEG-4
container may include other streams as well.

is not allowed to play the ?rst media stream on the ?rst

presentation device. Focus director component 356 may
determine that the ?rst media player does not have presenta

In addition to accessing the ?rst media player, for example
display 130, presentation access component 352 may detect
?rst media player accessing an audio device (not shown) to

tion focus based on the accessed presentation focus informa
tion.
Subsequently, focus state component 354 may access pre
sentation focus information based on a detected change in the
information and/or an indication of a change in the informa
tion. Based on the detected change, focus state component

play the audio stream along with the video stream. Focus state
component 354 may access second presentation focus infor
mation which may be stored with, included in, and/ or along
with the ?rst presentation focus information. The second
presentation focus information may be de?ned for determin
ing whether the ?rst media player has access to the second
presentation device. Focus director component 356 may then

354 may provide updated presentation focus information to
focus director component 356. Focus director component 356

determines whether the ?rst media player has presentation
focus based on the updated presentation focus information
and determines that the ?rst media player has presentation

determine whether ?rst media player has second presentation

focus.
A change in presentation focus information and a corre

focus to play the second media stream on the second presen
tation device.
Focus director component 356 may determine that ?rst

sponding change in presentation focus for a media player
playing a media stream on a presentation device may be based
on any number of changes detected within an execution envi

ronment ho sting an adaptation of the arrangement of compo
nents in FIG. 3 and/or an analog of the arrangement.
For example, a second media player may release presenta
tion focus by and/ or otherwise in response to changing its

20

media player does not have second presentation focus based

25

on the second presentation focus information. In response,
focus director component 356 may determine, that ?rst media
player does not have ?rst presentation focus to the ?rst pre
sentation device. With respect to the multiple media streams
in the media container, ?rst media player does not have pre
sentation focus for accessing the needed presentation devices.
Presentation access component 352 may provide a no-play
indication indicating that ?rst media player is not allowed to
play the ?rst media stream on display 130.

mode of operation from play mode to stop, pause, rewind,
and/ or fast forward mode. A second media stream on the ?rst
media device and/or a second media device may be halted or

played by a component other than the second stream’ s media

player affecting presentation focus information and thus pre

30

sentation focus for a ?rst media player.
A user input for identifying a particular media stream and/
or player to play may be detected resulting in a change to

Subsequently, focus state component 354 may access sec
ond presentation focus information based on a detected

change in the second presentation focus information. Based
on the detected change, focus state component 354 may pro

presentation focus information. Alternatively or additionally,

particular z-order value and/or may be relative depending on

vide updated second presentation focus information to focus
director component 356. Focus director component 356
determines whether the ?rst media player has second presen
tation focus based on the updated second presentation focus
information. In response to determining that the ?rst media
player has both ?rst presentation focus and second presenta
tion focus, focus director component 356 may determine that
the ?rst media player has presentation focus for presenting

a relationship between the z-orders of two or more UI ele

both media streams included in the media container on both

ments.

the ?rst and second presentation devices.

a change in an attribute of a user interface may be detected.
For example, a z-order of a user interface element for pre

35

senting the ?rst media stream by the ?rst media play may
change corresponding to a change in the user interface ele
ment being an element hidden from a user to a visible ele

ment. A z-order change may be absolute depending on a

Alternatively or additionally, a relationship between input
focus and presentation focus may be con?gured. Focus direc

40

In an aspect, focus director component 356 may determine
45

tor component 356 may determine that the ?rst media player
has presentation focus when it also has input focus. For
example, execution environment 102 may include a remote

control device including controls for controlling a media
player. When a media player component has input focus
corresponding to the remote control device, it may be con?g
ured to have presentation focus for a presentation device
corresponding to the remote control device.
A change in an attribute of a presentation device may result
in a change in presentation focus information and presenta
tion focus for a media player. For example, resolution of a
screen of display 130 may change allowing more UI elements

50

component 356 to determine that a media player has presen
tation focus may be based on a con?guration of machine code
in the components and/or may be based on stored con?gura

tion data provided by, for example, a user of the media player
55

user prior to and/or during the determining. Focus director
component 356 may present and/or provide for presenting a

restricting the number of UI elements that may be visible. A

user interface prompting the user for needed information.
60

a presentation space for the ?rst media stream. For example,
focus director component 356 may access a policy specifying
a proportion and/or an absolute size of the presentation space

In an aspect, the media player may receive and/ or other
wise access a multimedia container such as an MPEG-4 ?le or

In yet another aspect, while the ?rst media player has
presentation focus for playing the ?rst stream on the ?rst

presentation device, presentation access component 352 may

that must be visible to a user before the ?rst media player may

have presentation focus.

or a system administrator. Alternatively or additionally, the
determination may be based on information received from a

to be visible at a given time. The opposite may occur as well
position of a UI element may change a size of a visible area of

that the ?rst media player has presentation focus for the ?rst
presentation device and presentation access component 352
may provide an indication that the ?rst media player may play
the video stream on display 130 indicating that the ?rst media
player is allowed to play the ?rst media stream. Whether all
presentation devices requested are required for focus director

65

detect a second media player access to the ?rst presentation
device to play a second media stream. In the aspect, the
arrangement of components in FIG. 3 and/ or an analog may

prevent the second media player from accessing the ?rst
presentation device while the ?rst media player has ?rst pre
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sentation focus. Presentation access component 352 may,

process the data for presentation as con?gured, and/or pass it

thus, indicate the second media player is not allowed to play

along unprocessed for processing by the ?rst presentation

the second media stream on the ?rst presentation device while

device and/or another component included in the process of

the ?rst media player has presentation focus for playing the
?rst media stream. First media player may be granted exclu
sive presentation focus for the ?rst presentation device based

presenting the media stream, thus indicating the ?rst media
player is allowed to play the ?rst media stream.
In yet another aspect, presentation access component 352

on a policy specifying serialized access to the presentation
device.

may include and/or otherwise make use of a serialization
mechanism such as a semaphore or lock. Presentation access

Alternatively, the arrangement of components in FIG. 3

component 352 may provide a play indication by not blocking
and/or by unblocking a thread of execution for presenting the
?rst media stream on the ?rst presentation device by the ?rst

and/ or an analog may allow a second media player access to

the ?rst presentation device while the ?rst media player has
presentation focus. That is, focus director component 356
may determine, based on accessed second presentation infor
mation, that second media player has presentation focus for
playing the second media stream on the second presentation
device. In response to determining that the second media
player has second presentation focus, focus director compo
nent 356 may indicate that the second media player is allowed
to play the second media stream via the ?rst presentation
device.

media player. Alternatively or additionally, presentation
access component 352 may provide a play indication by being
included in and/or otherwise interoperating with a thread/
process scheduler to put one or more threads for playing the
?rst media stream in a run state. Sending a no-play indicator

may analogously be performed and/or otherwise provided for
by presentation access component 352 by causing one or
20

tation focus may be based on a condition such as a con?gured

maximum number of media players allowed to concurrently

and/or receiving a message via a network to and/or from,
respectively, a remote node where either the node hosting

access the ?rst media presentation device.
Such a condition may be based on any number of factors

25

media stream. Presentation access component 352 may be
adapted to operate in a client node, a server node, and/or an
intermediary node such as a proxy server. A no -play indicator
30

media player is allowed to play the ?rst media stream via the
?rst presentation device. Accordingly, a system for coordi
nating playing of media streams includes means for indicat
ing, in response to determining the ?rst media player has ?rst
presentation focus, that the ?rst media player is allowed to
play the ?rst media stream via the ?rst presentation device.
For example, as illustrated in FIG. 3, presentation access
component 352 is con?gured for indicating, in response to

Coordination and control of media streams as described

35
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illustrated in FIG. 3 for performing the method illustrated in
FIG. 2 are described operating in exemplary execution envi
45

ronment 402 illustrated in various aspects as execution envi
ronment 40211 in FIG. 4a, execution environment 402!) in
FIG. 4b, and execution environment 4020 in FIG. 40. A fur
ther adaptation of the components illustrated in FIG. 3 for
performing the method illustrated in FIG. 2 is described oper

50

ating in exemplary execution environment 502 illustrated in

a media stream on a presentation device, presentation access

component 352 as illustrated in FIG. 3 is also con?gured to

indicate whether the media player is allowed to play the
media stream on the presentation device. That is, it monitors
and provides access information. In other arrangements,

FIG. 5.

FIG. 1 illustrates key components of an exemplary device
that may at least partially provide and/or otherwise be

these two capabilities may be provided by separate compo

included in an exemplary execution environment, such as

nents.

In various aspects, a play and/or a no-play indication may
be provided in different ways. In one aspect, presentation
access component 352 may call and/or otherwise instruct the

55

those illustrated in FIG. 4a, FIG. 4b, FIG. 40, and FIG. 5. The
components illustrated in FIG. 3, FIG. 4a, FIG. 4b, FIG. 40,
and FIG. 5 may be included in or otherwise combined with
the components of FIG. 1 to create a variety of arrangements

?rst media player to change its mode of operation to play
mode to provide a play indication. Similarly, presentation

of components according to the subject matter described

access component 352 may instruct the ?rst media player to
enter a mode other than play mode in providing a no-play
indication.
In another aspect, presentation access component 352 may
detect access by a ?rst media player to the ?rst presentation

60

device by being included in and/or otherwise intercepting
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stream data sent from the ?rst media player to the ?rst pre
sentation device. Presentation access component 352 may

playing simultaneously in an uncoordinated manner. Further,
coordination and control of play of multiple media streams
according to the subject matter described herein may save
resources. For example, battery life may be extended in bat
tery powered devices and less energy may be used in devices
connected to an electricity grid.
The components illustrated in FIG. 3 may be adapted for
performing the method illustrated in FIG. 2 in a number of

execution environments. Adaptations of the components

determining the ?rst media player has ?rst presentation focus,
that the ?rst media player is allowed to play the ?rst media
stream via the ?rst presentation device.
In addition to detecting an access by a media player to play

may be provided similarly.
herein may prevent incomprehensible and sometimes
unpleasant user experiences resulting from media streams

Returning to FIG. 2, block 208 illustrates the method addi

tionally includes indicating, in response to determining the
?rst media player has ?rst presentation focus, that the ?rst

presentation access component 352 or the remote node is

operatively coupled to a presentation device for presenting a

including a count of media streams being played, a ranking of
media streams being played, a size of the presentation space
viewable by a user, a transparency level of a U1 element,
and/ or an attribute of another UI element sharing a region of
a display of a U1 element including a presentation space for
presenting at least some of the ?rst media stream and/or the
second media stream.

more threads for playing the ?rst media stream to be blocked

from execution by processor 104.
Providing a play indication may further include sending

Determining that second media player has second presen

herein.
FIG. 6 illustrates a user node 602 as an exemplary device

included in and/or otherwise adapted for providing any of
execution environments 402 illustrated in FIG. 4a, FIG. 4b,
and FIG. 40 each illustrating a different adaptation of the
arrangement of components in FIG. 3 . As illustrated in FIG. 6,
user node 602 is operatively coupled to network 604 via a
network interface, such as NIC 1 14. Alternatively or addition
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ally, an adaptation of execution environment 402 includes
and/or is otherwise provided by a device that is not opera
tively coupled to a network.
FIG. 4a illustrates an adaptation of the arrangement of
components in FIG. 3 con?gured to interoperate with various

tocol layers include a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)
layer and instant messaging and presence protocol, XMPP
IM layer. FIG. 5 illustrates a compatible application protocol
layer as web protocol layer 510. Matching protocols enabling
user node 602 to communicate with application provider

presentation components provided by execution environment

node 606 via network 604 in FIG. 6 are not required if com
munication is via a protocol translator.

40211. The arrangement is illustrated operating external to
media player applications illustrated as ?rst application
404111 and second application 404a2.

In FIG. 4b, application 404b may receive web application
client 406 in one more messages sent from web application

504 via network application platform 506 and/or sent from
web application 504 via network applicationplatform 506 via
the network stacks, network interfaces, and optionally via an

FIG. 4b illustrates an adaptation of the arrangement of
components in FIG. 3 operating as browser components or
components of a browser extension such as a plug-in. Appli
cation 404b is illustrated as a browser operating in execution
environment 402b providing at least part of an execution
environment for web application client 406 received from a

remote application provider. FIG. 4b also illustrates an adap
tation or analog of the components in FIG. 3 operating at least
partially external to one or more web applications serviced by
the arrangement and browser 404b.
FIG. 40 illustrates an arrangement of components in FIG. 3
adapted to operate as an interceptor of communications

application protocol layer in each respective execution envi
ronment. In FIG. 4b, application 404b includes content man
ager 412. Content manager 412 may interoperate with one or

more of the application layer components 410b and/or net

20

more formats including hypertext markup language (HTML)

between media player applications illustrated as ?rst appli
cation 40401 and second application 40402, and various pre

and/or markup language, ECMAScript or other scripting lan
guage, byte code, image data, audio data, and/ or machine

sentation components provided by execution environment
402c.

25

Components identi?ers including letters in their identi?ers
in the ?gures are referred to collectively using the respective
identi?ers without the post?x including the letters and are, in
some cases referred to generically across the ?gures in the

same manner when the including description may apply to all

30

adaptations of components identi?ed in this way. Interpreta

subsystem 514 to perform request speci?c processing. Model
35

model database 516 based on the request. Controller 512 may
further invoke template engine 518 to identify one or more
templates and/or static data elements for generating a user
interface for representing a response to the received request.
FIG. 5 illustrates template database 520 including an exem

40

plary template 522. FIG. 5 illustrates template engine 518 as
a component of view subsystem 524 con?gured for returning
responses to processed requests in a presentation format suit

analog of the arrangement of components in FIG. 3. Network
application platform 506 may include a web server and/or a

network application framework known to those skilled in the
art.

by a device such as user node 602 illustrated in FIG. 6. User
node 602 may communicate with one or more application

providers, such as network application platform 506 operat
ing in execution environment 502. Execution environment
502 may include and/ or otherwise be provided by application
provider node 606 in FIG. 6. User node 602 and application

45

operatively coupling each respective node to network 604.

510.
50

cation client 406 to browser 404b via one or more
55

asynchronous messages. An asynchronous message may be
sent in response to a change detected by web application 506.
A publish-subscribe protocol such as the presence protocol

speci?ed by XMPP-IM is an exemplary protocol for sending

service. Application 404b in FIG. 4b and network application

messages asynchronously in response to a detected change.

platform 506 as illustrated in FIG. 5 may interoperate via their

respective network stacks; network stack 408b and network

While the example describes sending web application cli
ent 406 in response to a request, web application 504 addi
tionally or alternatively may send some or all of web appli

analogous role in application provider node 606. Network
stacks 408 and network stack 508 may support the same
protocol suite, such as TCP/IP, or may communicate via a
network gateway or other protocol translation device and/or

able for a client, such as browser 404b. View subsystem 524
may provide the presentation data to controller 512 to send to
application 404b in response to the request received from
application 404b. Web application client 406 may be sent to

application 404b via network application platform 506 inter
operating with network stack 508 and/or application layer

provider node 606 may each include a network interface

FIG. 4a, FIG. 4b, and FIG. 40 illustrate network stacks 408
con?gured for sending and receiving messages over network
604, such as the Internet, via the network interface of user
node 602. FIG. 5 illustrates network stack 508 serving an

in response to a request sent in a message to web application
504 and/or may be received asynchronously in a message
with no corresponding request.
In an example, in response to a request received from

sub system 514 may include any number ofrequest processors
for dynamically generating data and/ or retrieving data from

FIG. 5 illustrates a remote application provider as web

Execution environment 402 as illustrated in FIG. 4a, FIG.
4b, and in FIG. 40 may include and/ or otherwise be provided

code.
The data received by content manager 412 may be received

browser 404b, controller 512, in FIG. 5, may invoke model

tion of the identi?ers will be clear in the context of the includ
ing descriptive text in this document.

application provider 504 hosting yet another adaptation or

work stack 408b to receive the message or messages includ
ing some or all of web application client 406.
Web application client 406 may include a web page for
presenting a user interface for web application 504. The web
page may include and/ or reference data represented in one or

The one or more messages including information repre
60

senting web application client 406 may be received by con

stack 508.

tent manager 412 via one or more of the application protocol

FIG. 4a, FIG. 4b, and FIG. 40 illustrate applications 404,
and FIG. 5 illustrates web application 504, respectively,

layers 410b and/or network stack 408b as described above.

which may be con?gured to communicate via one or more

handler components 414 to process received data according
to its data type, typically identi?ed by a MIME-type identi
?er. Exemplary content handler components 414 include a
text/html content handler for processing HTML documents;

application layer protocols. FIG. 4a, FIG. 4b, and FIG. 40
illustrate application protocol layers 410 exemplifying one or

more application layer protocols. Exemplary application pro

FIG. 4b illustrates browser 404b includes one or more content
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